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Summary 

There is virtually no information on spontaneous variability of 

ECG body surface potential maps (BSPMs) and on dynamics of 

their reactive changes in healthy subjects. This study evaluated 

quantitatively the depolarization (QRS) and repolarization (QRST) 

parameters derived from the respective integral BSPMs, 

constructed beat-to-beat, from continual body surface ECG 

records in 9 healthy men resting supine, during head-up tilting 

and sitting. Spontaneous variability of the BSPMs parameters, 

both at rest and during postural reactions, was characterized by 

significant respiratory and low frequency oscillations, more 

pronounced when related to repolarization. Head-up tilting and 

sitting-up evoked significant decrease in the QRST-BSPM 

amplitudes, widening of the angle α and reduction of 

nondipolarity indexes, compared to the respective supine values. 

All these changes were gradual, characterized by transition 

phenomena and prolonged after-effects. Tilting back to horizontal 

restored the resting supine values. The postural effects on 

depolarization were individually more variable and in the average 

showed a minimal QRS-BSPM amplitude increase. Beat-to-beat 

analysis of a train of ECG BSPMs provided the first evidence of 

spontaneous, non-random, respiratory and low frequency 

oscillations of the ventricular repolarization pattern, and the first 

insight into the dynamics of body posture associated changes in 

ventricular recovery. 
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Introduction 
 

In order to gain detailed information on the 
cardiac electric field, attention has been focused in the 
past, on studying the information content of the ECG 
body surface potential maps (BSPMs). In spite of the fact 
that this research and the tentative clinical application of 
mapping culminated more than a decade ago, it still 
remained an important basic research area for 
electrocardiography. Several papers offer basic data on 
the pattern of ventricular depolarization and 
repolarization time-integral BSPMs in clinically normal 
subjects at rest (Montague et al. 1981, Sutherland et al. 
1983, Green et al. 1985, Kozlíková et al. 1988, Kozmann 
et al. 1998, Slavíček et al. 2001, Ruttkay-Nedecký and 
Regecová 2002, Kellerová et al. 2006). However, in 
subjects with no cardiovascular symptomatology, only a 
few studies have dealt so far with the problem of 
spontaneous variations in the pattern, or with reactive 
changes of BSPMs due to different physiological 
conditions, involving variations in the autonomic drive of 
ventricles (Sutherland et al. 1983, Schusterman et al. 
1998, Slavíček et al. 1998, Ruttkay-Nedecký and 
Regecová 2002, Pišvejcová et al. 2002, Kellerová et al. 
2006, Žďárská et al. 2006). In addition, there is a relative 
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limitation in interpreting these studies, as only a single 
BSPM from one selected heartbeat (technical bounds of 
the equipments), or averages from a short sequence of 
several maps were used to evaluate the significance of 
their changes in different situations. Computer-based 
BSPMs recording (Kozmann 2006, Kozmann and 
Haraszti 2007) enabled a beat-to-beat analysis of the 
dynamic behavior of the cardiac electric field. 

The aim of the present study was to provide 
insight into the previously unexplored intra-individual 
spontaneous BSPMs variability, and to examine beat-to-
beat, the reactive changes and transition phenomena in 
the depolarization and repolarization parameters of the 
integral BSPMs induced by changing body posture. 
 
Methods 
 

Nine male volunteers (average age 29±16 years, 
body weight 73±11 kg, BMI 23±3, fat % 14.8±6.8, 
abdominal circumference 83±9 cm), with normal cardiac 
history, physical examination and standard ECG were 
studied. None of them was smoking or taking any 
medication.  

 
Study protocol 

Each subject had four continuous BSPM 
recordings, under spontaneous tidal respiration: i) 300 s –
resting supine, under quiet baseline conditions; ii) passive 
head up tilting partitioned into 30 s – starting supine 
position, 90 s – gradual tilting to plus 60 °, and 180-240 s 
– in the passive tilted position; iii) head down tilting 
partitioned into 30 s – starting tilted position, 90 s –
gradual head down tilting to horizontal, and 180-240 s – 
supine rest; iv) 180 s – sitting rest, recorded immediately 
after active sitting up from the supine position. 
Depending on the heart rate, 906-1262 BSPMs were 
evaluated in individual subjects.  

The Ethics Committees of the Institutions 
approved the design of this study and all subjects gave 
their informed consent.  

 
Data recording and processing 

Using a layout of 64 torso electrodes, unipolar 
ECG records were obtained by the BioSemi Mark-8 
System (Netherlands) (Hoekema et al. 1998, Khaddoumi 
et al. 2006). Adhesive one-use electrodes were used, to 
prevent their incidental displacement due to body position 
changes. The System is also secured by signalizing any 
electrode detachment. Data processing started with the 

identification of individual beats, high-precision 
determination of QRS fiducial points (time instants of the 
most negative derivative of the QRS waves), and 
classification of QRS patterns. Subsequently Qon, Send and 
Tend points were manually marked based on the diagram of 
time-aligned averaged superimposed unipolar leads. The 
relative immunity of QRS and QRST integral 
computations on ± 5 ms error in Qon, Send wave limits, and 
± 20 ms errors in Tend determinations under steady-state 
conditions has been validated earlier by Kozmann and 
Haraszti (2007). In transient test conditions (e.g. tilting) for 
the individual cycle detection a high fidelity fiducial point 
locator was used, where a strict correlation-based 
clustering technique (with correlation limit >0.98) sorted 
the heart cycles into quasi-stationary subgroups for which 
the assumption of Kozmann and Haraszti (2007) holds as 
well. After a linear baseline adjustment of the measured 64 
ECG signals, in other 128 chest locations of the regular 
192 measuring point arrangement, ECG signals were 
estimated following the principle and a transfer matrix for 
the 32 to 192 lead estimations, suggested by Lux et al. 
(1978). In our approach the same transfer matrix was 
applied in the unmeasured 128 thoracic points, but the real 
data were used in the remaining points.  

From the resulting dataset, the QRS, ST and 
QRST integral BSPMs for each heartbeat were 
constructed in 192 points of a regular grid (16 columns x 
12 rows), representing the human chest surface. The 
corresponding BSPMs are represented on Figure 1. Each 
contour line on the isointegral map connects points of 
equal time-integral value, from zero towards the 
maximum and minimum. 

Following parameters were beat-to-beat 
evaluated: R-R intervals (RR), the values and 
localizations of maxima (QRSmax or QRSTmax) and 
minima (QRSmin or QRSTmin) of the respective integral 
BSPMs, their peak-to-trough amplitudes (QRSampl or 
QRSTampl), as well as three parameters computed in the 
12 D space of Karhunen-Loeve (KL) eigenvectors (Lux 
et al. 1981) – the angle α between the QRS and QRST 
eigenvectors and the nondipolarity indices (NDI) 
characterizing beat-to-beat the topography of the QRS 
and QRST integral maps (Abildskov et al. 1985). 

The semi-automatic oscillometric method 
(Omron 705 IT) was used to measure the blood pressure 
(BP) repetitively in each experimental situation. As an 
estimate of the left ventricular performance the double 
product (DP) i.e. the product of simultaneous heart rate 
and systolic BP values was calculated. 
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Statistical analysis 

Throughout the study all numeric data within the 
situations, in the group or intra-individually are presented 
as means ± standard deviations (S.D.). Comparison of 
data was performed by the two-tailed Student’s t-test and  
F-test. Discrete Fourier Transform in the frequency 
domain from 2.4 to 28 c.min-1 was used to detect the 
possible periodicity hidden in the variability of the BSPM 
parameters in the steady-state supine position at the 
resting heart rate, with sampling in the real RR intervals. 
The DC component, if present has been eliminated. 

Differences between mean values of evaluated 
parameters were considered significant at p<0.01. 

 
Results 
 
Integral depolarization and repolarization BSPMs in 
continual beat-to-beat records  

Because of interference with inter-individual 
diversity in BSPMs sequences, a detailed analysis of the 
intra-individual spontaneous BSPMs variability and of 
their reactive changes was documented in this paper in 
one and the same healthy subject, and verified by group-
mean evaluations.  

The somatometric indices of the investigated 
subjects were more or less in a fair health range. No 
significant relations between the BSPM parameters and 

that of body build were found (considering that the group 
was small, but relatively homogeneous). 

The average integral QRS, ST and QRST 
BSPMs computed from 400 consecutive ECG complexes 
in one subject supine at rest, and the maps of respective 
standard deviations are shown in Figure 1. The pattern of 
all maps is dipolar, with positivity over the left 
precordium, negative values over the right anterior torso 
in QRS and right posterior torso in ST and QRST BSPMs 
(Fig. 1A), but it varies spontaneously in spite of the basal 
resting conditions. The greatest within subject standard 
deviations were found in the precordial region of positive 
potentials, dominating in repolarization ST maps and 
contributing thereby also to the variability of the QRST 
BSPM (Fig. 1B). 

In the continual follow-up, the pattern of BSPMs 
clearly oscillates from beat-to-beat. Figure 2A shows 
recordings of RR, the QRSampl characterizing the 
ventricular depolarization and the QRSTampl reflecting 
mainly changes of myocardial recovery processes, NDI 
measures of the respective maps and of the angle α, at 
rest and in their dynamics during the body-position-
dependent cardiovascular reactions in one subject. There 
are several components of the considerable variability of 
the investigated BSPMs parameters, which were 
quantitatively evaluated.  

Fig. 1. A. Average (n=400) integral 
QRS, ST and QRST BSPMs from one 
subject supine at rest (M.T.). Contours 
are separated by 10 µVs. B. Maps of 
standard deviations in respective 
BSPMs. Contours are separated by 
1 µVs. + site of maximal S.D., + site of 
minimal S.D. 
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Fig. 2. A. Continual body posture-
dependent beat-to-beat course of RR and of 
selected QRS and QRST BSPMs parameters 
from one subject (M.T.). Su1 – baseline, 
supine; TU – gradual tilting up to + 60o; Ti 
– tilted; TD – gradual tilting down to 
horizontal; Su2 – supine; SU – active sitting 
up; Se – seated. Time scale unit - 1 minute. 
B. Beat-to-beat records of RR and QRST 
BSPMs parameters in control supine position 
at rest. X – selected segment in enlarged 
time scale, to document respiratory 
oscillations. In RR note the absence of sinus 
arrhythmia.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Spontaneous heart rate and BSPM parameters variability 
Fluctuations of the values around the mean, 

visible mainly in RR and QRSTmax, QRSTampl or α, 
present at control rest supine (Fig. 2B), (as well as during 
stabilized periods of head-up tilted (Ti) or seated (Se) 
positions, Fig. 2A), when analyzed in their non-random 
components, provided in this particular subject strikingly 
different power spectra. In the control rest supine period, 
during normal tidal breathing (frequency of 18-20  
c.min-1), the majority of RR variability was represented 
by predominant low frequency rhythms in the range from 
~0.04 to 0.15 Hz (2.4-9 c.min-1), while the respiratory 
sinus arrhythmia was missing (Fig. 3). On the other hand, 
in the course of the parameters representing recovery 
processes in the ventricles, i.e. in QRSTampl, QRSTmax 
and α, illustrated at rest supine (Fig. 2B), two clearly 
separated periodical components were present: low- 
frequency (2.4-9 c.min-1) and high-frequency component 
(0.15 to 0.40 Hz i.e. 9-24 c.min-1) (Fig. 3). 

Similar pattern of BSPMs variability at rest in 
supine position, with rhythmic oscillations in the LF and 

HF bands, was assessed with different power in all 
subjects. 

 
Effects of consecutive body position changes 

Basically, during body tilting and active sitting 
up, the character of the distributions of the respective 
integral maps remained analogous to that in supine 
position. However, as visible from the individual record 
(Fig. 2A), and quantified in Table 1, due to head-up 
tilting in the stabilized phase of the reaction, there was a 
highly significant decrease of the QRSTampl by 19 %, 
while of the QRSampl only by 6 %, and a widening of 
the angle α by 15 %. The NDI decreased in both the QRS 
and QRST BSPMs. The variability of QRSampl and of 
angle α increased substantially in the head-up position, as 
indicated by the increments of the respective coefficients 
of variation from 3.1 to 6.3 % and from 4.4 to 9.1 %. 
Hemodynamically, the maximum of the reaction was 
characterized by a significant decrease of systolic BP by 
13 % (from the supine average of 130±3 to the minimum 
of 113 mm Hg), mean BP by 10 % (97±1.5 to  
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87 mm Hg), with minimal but significant shortening of 
RR by 4 %. Consecutive tilting down to horizontal had an 
opposite effect, returning the QRST BSPM parameters 
back, almost to the control supine level. 

The highly significant QRSTampl decrements in 
the first moments of the tilted or seated positions (by 
27 % or 33 % respectively) were similar as compared to 
the preceding supine levels. However, there were postural 
differences in the stabilized levels of QRSTampl, which 
remained depressed during the whole semi-vertical tilted 
position, while in the seated position there was a 
tendency to compensate the initial postural effect 
(Fig. 2A, Table 1). 

There are remarkable signs of dynamic transition 
phenomena in reaching the new postural level of the 
parameters investigated. Notice particularly the 
considerable latency and gradual return to the control 
supine values, which were almost reached only in the 
third minute of being supine after tilting down, or the 
long-lasting adaptation to active sitting-up (Fig. 2A).  

Tilting up to a semi-vertical position caused 
minute inferior and left torso shifts of the distributions, 
approximately by 2-3 cm. In the particular subject (M.T.), 
the localization of the QRSmax on the grid, changed in 
column 8 from row 9, to row 8, and of the QRSTmax 
from column 5 - row 9, to column 6 - row 8, whereby no 
shifts were observed in the ST distribution. Immediately 
after tilting down, the localization of the QRSmax and 
QRSTmax returned to the original position.  
 

The postural effects on BSPMs parameters in group-
mean evaluation 

In spite of the substantial inter-individual 
variability, the highly significant body position-
dependent differences of the selected representative 
group-mean parameters QRSTampl and QRSampl 
(Fig. 4) confirmed the characteristic trends of the 
dynamic pattern and proportions of the reactive postural 
depolarization and repolarization BSPMs changes, 
analyzed above in detail in the individual beat-to-beat 
sequences. With position changes from supine to 60 ° 
head-up, there was a significant gradual decrease in the 
QRSTampl, in all subjects, in the average to 73 % and 
with sitting to 83 % of the resting supine value (p<0.001) 
(Fig. 4). Simultaneously the angle α significantly 
(p<0.001) increased in the average by 12.3 ° in tilted and 
by 13.0 ° in the seated position and the nondipolarity 
QRST BSPM indexes fell, to 87 % and to 78 % of their 
respective supine values (p<0.001). All these reactive 
changes were characterized by transition phenomena and 
prolonged after-effects (Fig. 2A, Fig. 4) Tilting back to 
horizontal restored the resting supine values within 3-4 
min, in all subjects. The postural effects on depolarization 
were individually more variable and in the average head 
up tilting caused a minimal QRSampl increase. 

The minimal systolic blood pressure during 
tilted position reached in the average 93 % of the supine 
values (p<0.05), but due to the increased heart rates the 
double products increased in the average up to 122 % 
(p<0.01). On the other hand, in the seated position the 
systolic blood pressure in the average did not differ, 
while the diastolic increased up to 120 % (p<0.001) 
compared to the respective resting supine values. 
 
Discussion 
 

The presented qualitative and quantitative 
characteristics of depolarization and repolarization time-
integral BSPMs at rest are concordant with previous 
reports for clinically normal males (Montague et al. 1981, 
Sutherland et al. 1983, Green et al. 1985, Kozlíková et al. 
1988, Kozmann et al. 1998, Slavíček et al. 2001, 
Ruttkay-Nedecký and Regecová 2002, Kellerová et al. 
2006).  

Circulatory adaptations, involving autonomic 
control, constitute an essential part of the “spontaneous” 
intra-individual variability of the cardiovascular functions 
investigated. Electrophysiological parameters characteri-
zing ventricular repolarization have repeatedly been shown 

 
 
Fig. 3. Power spectra density (PSD) of simultaneous RR and
QRSTampl records in control supine position at rest, documenting
two clearly separated low and high frequency components in
QRSTampl fluctuations, however in RR variability only the low
frequency component is present. nu – normalized units in % of the
respective total variance. 
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to carry information on the direct effect of sympathetic 
activation on the ventricular myocardium 
(Ruttkay-Nedecký 2001). Takei et al. (1999) documented 
experimentally that sympathetic stimulation by different 
abbreviation of the epicardial, mid-myocardial and 
endocardial monophasic action potentials significantly 
reduced the transmural dispersion of repolarization in the 
canine heart in vivo. Analogical "primary" functional 

changes of ventricular repolarization may be produced in 
normal persons by a variety of physiological situations – in 
particular due to psychoemotional stress (Ruttkay-Nedecký 
1978, Heslegrave and Furedy 1979, Contrada et al. 1989, 
Kellerová and Štulrajter 1991, Kellerová et al. 2006), 
active coping tasks to aversive stimuli (Rau 1991), 
smoking (Dilaveris et al. 2001), head-up position (Ruttkay-
Nedecký and Kellerová 1960, Sutherland et al. 1983, 
Schusterman et al. 1998, Andrásyová et al. 2001, 
Regecová et al. 2003), to adrenergic agonists (Kellerová et 
al. 1984, Contrada et al. 1989), or to the opposite effect of 
beta-receptor antagonists (Contrada et al. 1989, Rau 1991). 
A characteristic pattern of repolarization parameters, 
pointing to an increased sympathetic drive of the 
ventricular myocardium, was described not only in 
hypertension (Kellerová et al. 1999, Regecová et al. 2000, 
Andrásyová et al. 2001, Regecová et al. 2003) but also in 
subjects just exceeding the casual blood pressure value of 
120/80 mm Hg (Kellerová and Regecová 2009), defined as 
a limit between normal and prehypertensive BP. 

In earlier studies, the effect of factors increasing 
the sympathetic drive of the heart, and thus influencing 
its electrical activity, namely the pattern of ventricular 
repolarization, was assessed by changes in T-wave shape 
and decrease of its amplitude (Ruttkay-Nedecký 1978, 
Guazzi et al. 1978, Heslegrave and Furedy 1979, 
Contrada et al. 1989, Ruttkay-Nedecký 2001). To enable 

Table 1. Data range of selected characteristics of the integral QRS and QRST body surface potential maps in stabilized phases of 
different postural reactions (subject M.T.) 
 

supine1 (n=400) tilted (n=329) supine2 (n=301) sitting (n=153)  
mean S.D. mean S.D. mean S.D. mean S.D. 

ampl [µVs] 140.6 5.6 114.5* 5.8*+ 134.6 6.7 128.9*+ 4.0*+ 

max [µVs]  107.7 4.7 88.6* 5.1 102.6 5.6 90.9*+ 3.5*+ 

min [µVs] -32.9 1.2 -25.9* 1.2* -32.0 1.5 -37.9*+ 1.0*+ 

 

QRST 

NDI [%] 16.3 0.6 13.0* 0.6* 18.0 1.0 17.8+ 0.6* 

ampl [µVs] 52.2 1.6 49.2* 3.1* 48.3 1.8 43.6*+ 1.6+ 

max [µVs]  36.4 1.2 31.1* 1.3 30.6 1.2 24.4*+ 0.9*+ 

min [µVs] -17.8 1.2 -18.0 2.3* -17.7 1.2 -19.2*+ 1.3+ 

 

QRS 

NDI [%] 12.2 0.7 8.0* 1.0* 12.6 1.1 14.1*+ 0.7*+ 

α [degree] 42.9 1.9 49.5* 4.5* 47.5 2.6 52.9*+ 3.2*+ 

RR [ms] 737.5 20.6 712.3* 16.8* 775.1 25.7 745.1*+ 12.2*+ 

 
Data are mean and S.D. Significance of differences: bold p< 0.01 compared with corresponding mean or S.D. values in supine1, 
* p< 0.01 compared with corresponding mean or S.D. values in supine2, + p< 0.01 compared with corresponding mean or S.D. values 
in tilted position. Numbers of evaluated successive heart beats are indicated in brackets. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Mean group values and corresponding S.D. of QRSTampl
and QRSampl, averaged in 30 s intervals during consecutive body
position changes. Su – baseline, supine; TU – gradual tilting up
to + 60o; Ti – tilted; TD – gradual tilting down to horizontal;
Su2 – supine; SU – active sitting up; Se – seated; * significantly
different in relation to respective baseline supine values. 
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quantitative evaluation of the functional changes in 
repolarization, the maximal spatial T-vector was 
proposed as a convenient parameter (Ruttkay-Nedecký 
1978). In VCG studies, an increased sympathetic outflow 
to the ventricular myocardium was documented by the 
decreased magnitude of the maximal spatial 
repolarization vector sTmax and of the ventricular 
gradient, as well as by an increased spatial angle between 
QRS and STT area vectors, reflecting a decrease of the 
repolarization heterogeneity in the ventricular 
myocardium (Ruttkay-Nedecký 1978, Kellerová and 
Štulrajter 1991, Dilaveris et al. 2000, Pišvejcová et al. 
2002, Regecová et al. 2003). With the progress in 
computer processing of BSPM data, it has been suggested 
that non-uniform or disparate ventricular recovery 
properties are direct determinants of the QRST deflection 
area and of an increased non-dipolar content of QRST 
BSPM (Sutherland et al. 1983, Abildskov and Green 
1987). All these studies were based on a static, mainly 
group-mean evaluation of the effect of the described 
interventions.  

The reactive changes in the BSPM 
characteristics of cardiac repolarization, provoked by a 
tilt table test and by sitting up recorded in the present 
study, namely the decrease of the QRSTampl, the 
decrease of the QRST BSPM nondipolarity index and an 
increased angle α between QRS and QRST eigenvectors, 
are in general agreement with others, describing by 
group-mean values after head-up tilt or active standing, a 
24 % decline of the peak T wave amplitude (Schusterman 
et al. 1998), significant shortening of the ventricular 
gradient (Ruttkay-Nedecký and Kellerová 1960),  
15-31 % decrease of the maximal spatial T vector 
(Andrásyová et al. 2001, Regecová et al. 2003), decrease 
of BSPM ST maximum by 17 % (Sutherland et al. 1983). 
However, the present study is the first to show the 
dynamics in the course of these reactive postural changes 
in the body surface ECG pattern. There is a considerable 
latency in reaching the new, stabilized, postural level of 
the BSPM parameters in the tilted position and in their 
return to the control supine values. The muscular activity 
and the intermediate level of gravitational stimulation 
induced by active sitting, probably account for 
cardiovascular adaptation and – in spite of the seated 
position – for the gradual return of the altered 
repolarization parameters to their control levels. 

The effect of changing body posture on the 
repolarization BSPM may be considered first of all as a 
result of an improved homogeneity of ventricular 

recovery, indicating the effect of an increased 
sympathetic drive of the heart (Takei et al. 1999). Due to 
the gravitational stress (tilt, sitting up), when in the first 
moments blood pooling in the lower part of the body 
reduces venous return and cardiac output, causing the 
arterial underfilling, the sympathetic nervous system is 
activated to keep the arterial pressure at optimal level. 
This explanation is supported also by typical transition 
phenomena in reaching the new postural level of BSPMs 
parameters and prolonged after-effects, documented both 
by the individual as well as group evaluations, after 
tilting maneuvers or sitting up.  

The positional change of the heart in relation to 
the recording electrodes was supposed to be another 
possible underlying cause of the postural BSPM 
differences. Some minimal inferior torso shifts of the 
distributions were detectable in the depolarization QRS 
BSPM (in the chest surface grid points display by one 
row downwards), contributing also to the shift of the 
QRST BSPM, while the distribution of the repolarization 
ST BSPM remained spatially unaltered. On the other 
hand, from supine to upright position, there was a highly 
significant decrease of the QRSTampl and of the derived 
STampl in all subjects investigated, with minimal and 
individually variable change of the QRSampl. The same 
holds true for maxima of BSPMs, both located on the 
anterior chest, which are not affected equally. In the 
average there was a significant decrement of QRST 
BSPM max by 24 % but that of QRS BSPM max only by 
14 % and an increase of QRS BSPM min by 25 %. These 
results suggest that some other factors had to be operative 
at the same time, as one would reasonably expect a 
comparable effect of the postural changes in heart-to-
body surface relation on depolarization as well as 
repolarization BSPMs parameters. In contrast to cardiac 
depolarization, characterized by wave-front propagation, 
which may be more sensitive to the body posture 
associated effects resulting in QRS distribution shifts, the 
widely spatially and temporally spread myocardial 
repolarization processes may be more sensitive to subtle 
changes in the neurally or humorally mediated 
interactions at the membranes of the cardiac effector 
cells, induced by sympathetic activation and ultimately 
resulting in a highly significant decrease of the QRST and 
ST amplitudes. These premises are supported by 
previously described orthostatic shortening of the 
ventricular gradient (Ruttkay-Nedecký and Kellerová 
1960) or significant diminution of the maximal spatial 
repolarization vector (sTmax), computed from the 
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corrected orthogonal leads and not influenced by changes 
of the heart to body position (Andrásyová et al. 2001).  

This study is the first to report on the 
chronological course and intra-individual variability of 
spontaneous or reactive BSPM changes in a dynamic 
way, from beat-to-beat. To our knowledge, no 
information has been reported on spectral analysis of the 
cardiac electric field variability, capable of assessing 
dynamic changes in the autonomic control of ventricular 
recovery. Even during normal tidal respiration, at rest 
with a frequency of 15-20/min, respiration-related 
oscillations were visible in all records of BSPM 
parameters. They were not solely heart rate-dependent, as 
they were significantly present in some subjects also in 
the absence of sinus arrhythmia in the RR interval series. 
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is generally accepted as a 
reliable cardiac index for estimating the level of vagal 
cardiac nerve activity. However, recent findings suggest 
that suppression of respiratory sinus arrhythmia by 
sympathetic effects on the sinoatrial node can be 
substantial. Striking is the wide intersubject difference of 
this sympathetic effect (Taylor et al. 2001). Quiet 
respiration is associated with parallel phasic changes in 
the activity of spinal muscle sympathetic motonuclei in 
man. It has been suggested that the same events that 
relate to a burst of sympathetic impulses in muscle nerves 
also change cardiac autonomic outflow (Wallin and 
Nerhed 1982). Besides the respiratory periodicities in 
sympathetic activity, there are other factors, like rotation 
of the heart, blood pCO2, pO2 and pH, insulating effect of 
the inflated lungs, oscillations in the venous return, etc., 
which may contribute to the respiratory oscillation in 
ventricular repolarization.  

Periodic variations in the repolarization BSPM 
parameters in the low-frequency band, visible in the 
individual records by the naked eye and preliminarily 
evaluated by the Discrete Fourier Transform frequency 
analysis of the QRSTampl as well as of RR, are similar to 
the many times described LF variations in blood pressure 

and in vasomotor activity (Stauss 2003). This finding will 
be a subject of a more detailed forthcoming study. 
However, we support the hypothesis, that LF component 
of BSPMs variability constitutes a marker of oscillations 
in the sympathetic drive of ventricles. “While the ratio 
between LF a HF frequency powers in the RR interval 
time series analysis may be of value in characterizing a 
certain state of the autonomic regulation of the 
pacemaker, it cannot give pertinent information on the 
state of the autonomic regulation of the cardiac 
ventricles” (Ruttkay-Nedecký 2001). In this respect, the 
spectral analysis of the ventricular repolarization pattern 
in the BSPM is promising for recognizing spontaneous 
oscillations of the sympathetic drive of the ventricles.  

 
Conclusions 

 
This study based on beat-to-beat analysis of a 

train of ECG body surface potential maps provided the 
first demonstration of spontaneous, non-random, 
respiratory and low-frequency oscillations of the 
ventricular repolarization pattern, and the first insight into 
the dynamics of body posture-associated changes in 
ventricular activation and recovery.  
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